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Clear Task Solutions Receives Endorsement from Matt Manero, President of
Commercial Fleet Financing, Inc., Host of the “Driving Success” Podcast, and
Author of "The Grit"

Matt Manero endorses Clear Task Solutions, a cloud-based field management software and
App, on his podcast, “Driving Success” podcast. Matt described Clear Task Solutions as “The
App does a number of different things. It does dispatch. It does GPS and mapping. It does real-
time uploads to track the latest results of the job. It issues time cards. It’s crew management.
It’s basically this one-stop-shop for everything that happens within the job, both for trucking
and construction.”

OREM, Utah (PRWEB) January 02, 2020 -- Clear Task Solutions, a cloud-based field management software
and App, received a top endorsement from Matt Manero on the “Driving Success” video podcast. Manero is
President of Commercial Fleet Financing, Inc., a $160 Million dollars in annual revenue business. During a
recent episode of “Driving Success”, Matt described Clear Task Solutions as “The App does a number of
different things. It does dispatch. It does GPS and mapping. It does real-time uploads to track the latest results
of the job. It issues time cards. It’s crew management. It’s basically this one-stop-shop for everything that
happens within the job, both for trucking and construction.”

Matt went on to endorse CTS saying, “It was built by Dan Poulsen who has 20 years of experience running
dump trucks for construction sites. This is real boots on the ground software that was built by someone who
uses it…We support Clear Task Solutions in this adventure, and venture…and their hub that solves this huge
problem of centralizing communication in the transportation industry.”

Clear Task Solutions is owned by Dan Poulsen, who also runs a 7-figure in revenue dump truck business he
started 26 years ago, at the age of 17. “After years of doing things the hard way, working 12-hour days, always
dealing with this or that problem in my business, hardly ever having quality time with my family, I just had to
figure out a better way. With developments in technology I figured there had to be a tool or software out there
that could help.” Not finding a solution that Dan felt truly met all the needs of his businesses, he determined to
develop the solution he wished he could find himself.

“At Clear Task, we’ve created a cloud-based software and mobile App that helps labor-driven businesses
simplify their dispatching, automate time reporting, and create accountability. It’s super easy to use. And the
best part, we’re able to help business owners get their life back, just like I got mine back. Now, they can go to
their kid’s baseball game, dance recital, or take a vacation without having to pick up their phone to deal with
business problems, because those problems have been eliminated with our field management software.”

With Clear Task Solutions, businesses can schedule and manage jobs, dispatch jobs to crew members, see when
a crew member has accepted a job, or rejected it and why. See when each crew member clocks in and out, and
their Geo location when they clocked in/out and see real time job alerts updating on progress. Crews can accept
a job, see job details, required materials, where and when to pick up items required for the job, job directions
with a Google Maps integration, clock in/out, take and attach pictures of job progress, mark a job as complete,
all from the Clear Task Field App.

Clear Task Solutions is a Cloud-based field management software that simplifies dispatching, automates time
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tracking and reporting, and creates accountability. For more information visit CTS’s website at
www.ClearTaskSolutions.com, call (385) 625-6884, or email info@cleartasksolutions.com.
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Contact Information
Chad Holland
Clear Task Solutions
http://https://www.ClearTaskSolutions.com
+1 917-680-7804

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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